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New Investments In Privatised Enterprises 
 
The Azerbaijan Ministry of Finance plans to invest 25 
billion manats in new projects, which will be approved 

by the Ministry of Economic Development (MED). The MED is going 
to put the funds into revival of enterprises of manufacturing industry 
and agriculture sector. The process will start with renewal of the Sheki 
Silk Plant ("Sheki Ipek”) production process. In total it is planned to 
invest 35 billion manats in revitalisation of privatised enterprises during 
2002.  

    
Parliament Discusses Taxes for Farms 

 

The Bill on Long-Term Tax Subsidies for Farmers was discussed at the 
Parliament session at the end of November 2001. The initial draft of the 
Bill says that only the farmers, which own or rent land plots can get tax 
subsidies. As result of discussions, the Parliament proposed to adjust 
the Bill in accordance with the president’s Decree of 1999 and include 
tax subsidies for agricultural producers as well. Initially, the Bill did not 
state that the producers of agricultural products by industrial methods 
are exempted from taxes. The Economic Commission is also 
considering tax subsidies for producers involved in agricultural output 
processing. According to the experts, these subsidies can be provided 
only after 2003. 

 
 

$30 Million For Development Of The Agrarian Sector  
 

According to the National Bank, the Government of Azerbaijan and 
World Bank (WB) have agreed on approval of a $30 million credit for 
development of the agrarian sector. Currently, the NB is working out 
the mechanism to disburse the credits. The NB in partnership with the 
WB plans to expand areas of micro credit activities next year. As a 
result of the recent land reforms, 1343,800 hectares of lands will be 
privatized. In these terms, future development of the agrarian sector is 
connected with financial resources available in the country.    
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The Third Annual Azerbaijan 
Humanitarian Assistance Program 

Economic Opportunities Cross Visit 
From October 21 to 25, 2001 Mercy Corps (MC) organized the 
Third Annual Cross Visit within the Azerbaijan Humanitarian 
Assistance Program (AHAP) Economic Opportunities (EO) 
sector. The objective of the Visit was to provide cross learning 
and experience exchange among the AHAP partners.  The 
twenty-two participants included representatives of the ADRA, 
ACDI/VOCA, CHF, and SCF, FINCA, MC Azerbaijan and 
Georgia. 

During the EO Cross Visit, participants visited one program at a 
time covering a broad geographic area.  Each host organization 
would begin with a presentation covering the program 
methodology, history and current status. Then the 
representatives would visit two or three program sites.  During 
the site visits, the representatives had the opportunity to talk 
with clients first hand.  After the site visits, the visitors discussed 
the lessons learned and other details over a meal. The visitors 
were able to review the strengths and weaknesses of the 
economic opportunities program and provide useful advice how 
to address outstanding issues.  

This event provided a good exposure for the visitors to the 
different economic conditions under which clients operate and to 
the different program models and approaches.  More 
importantly, the participants from all levels of the programs 
became acquainted with each other and established contacts.  
MC feels the EO Cross Visit is an important step in building a 
strong Economic Opportunities community in Azerbaijan.  
  

 Websites            
 

-http://nt1.ids.ac.uk/cgap/poverty/ -The site informs on the 
CGAP’s Client Targeting Center (CTC). The CTC is intended 
for MFIs and others interested in ensuring a greater depth of 
micro finance outreach. There are different targeting tools and 
experiences available on the site. There is a special section on 
the CGAP's Poverty Assessment Tool (PAT) and different 
documents to download provided as well.    

-www.managementhelp.org -The site is a complete, highly 
integrated library for nonprofit and profitable organizations. The 
site is developed by Authenticity Consulting, LLC and provides 
detailed information on such topics as Boards of Directors, 
Management Development, Employee Performance, Training 
and Development and other interesting themes.   
 

Sources used: 
“Profile”, “Sharq”, “Echo”, “MPA”, ”Zerkalo” 
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   Feel free to submit your own articles or lessons learned 
 
   Please pass the EO Bulletin on to any interested parties 
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WB Loans for the Internally 
Displaced Persons’ Projects 

 
On November 2001, the World 
Bank (WB) and the Azeri 
Government discussed credit 
conditions for projects of 
Internally Displaced Persons 
(IDP’s) within the WB’s Social 

Fund for Development of IDP’s. In addition, the WB plans to meet 
with local organizations interested in participating in the Project.  
In order to select the lending organizations, the WB will announce 
a tender process for NGOs‚ credit unions operating in the country. 
The selected organizations will start lending in the first quarter of 
2002.  According to WB, NGOs will give loans to individuals‚ 
commercial banks to juridical entities and credit unions to farmers. 
Size of loans is $100-500 for individuals and  $1‚000-2‚000 for 
groups and farmers.  

 
 

 

 
 

The National Fund Will Cover 
300 projects in 2002 

 
Local businessmen submitted around 
300 projects to the Ministry of 
Economic Development (MED) Nat-
ional Fund (NF) of Relief for Small 
& Medium Enterprises over the last 
six months. The cost of each project 
is about $80‚000-100‚000. According 

to the Fund's requirements, the projects should include processing 
and production of agricultural products and building materials. The 
NF plans to select the first projects by late 2001 and start funding 
the next year. The selection committee is represented by officials 
from the Ministries of Economic Development, Agriculture‚ 
Finance and Tax.  According to the MED, preference will be given 
to agricultural processing projects. The loans will be lent at 2-3% 
interest rate per annum and for a maximum of three years.   
 

Azerbaijan Employers Confederation Implements Tacis Project 
 
The Azerbaijan Employers Confederation (AEC) was announced 
the winner of the tender within the Tacis Project for Development 
of Small & Medium Size Enterprises (SMEs). Currently, the AEC 
and Tacis are discussing organizational issues of the project. The 
funding will start in the second quarter of 2002.The program 
budget is EURO14 million, which will be invested in the three 
directions: 
 
§ Support of institutional‚ legal and administrative  

reforms, 
§ Assistance to SMEs, and  
§ Infrastructure development.  
 
In total, the budget for the Tacis National Program for Azerbaijan 
made EURO 303 million during 1992-1999. The funds mostly 
were invested in ecological‚ technical‚ rehabilitation‚ industrial 
and agricultural projects  

 

 
 

Dairy Union 
 

The Baku based Land O'Lakes (LOL) (US) office plans to 
facilitate creation of the Dairy Producers Union. The Union will 
include 28 dairy enterprises‚ in particular M-Pro Milk processors 
and small dairy factories. During the first meeting the Union will 
elect a president‚ endorse the Charter and discuss a work plan for 
2002. The Union is created within the Azerbaijan Agrarian Project, 
which is funded by the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID). The Agency granted $2 million for the 
project and LOL plans to finish the implementation by spring 
2003. To date, LOL has established three unions of small nuts' 
producers and processing enterprises, and dairy producers. In 
addition, it is planned to create a Meat Producers Union. The 
program provides consultations and trainings to local businessmen. 
Also, LOL plans the Azeri entrepreneur’s participation in the inter-
national shows and events.     
 

 
 
 
 

  Due to reader demand, this section highlights useful tools for     
  BDS and Micro finance practitioners. 

 
Introduction to Rapid Market 
Appraisal 
We are continuing to provide the BDS 
practitioners with the RMA tool for 
assisting MSE development and 
highlight the three-day facilitation 
process. 
 
Day 2: Step 2, Developing questions 

and conducting fieldwork: 
Request the class to list some of the questions they might ask the 
customers. If it is a new product, the list should include the 
questions such as why the customer will want the product, also ask 
about a style, quality, price, delivery terms and others. If the 
product is already available at the market, the list should 
incorporate questions like this: where the customer buys the 
product, how often, at what price, what you think of its quality, and 
others that will depict the product’s current strengths and 
weaknesses. 
Questions for key informants depend on the key informants 
expertise. Nevertheless, let the class think of possible questions for 
key informants. The list may include: this product will help people 
solve the definite problem, how much he/she thinks people need 
such a product or service, what he/she thinks will mostly 
encourage people to buy this product (style, price, quality and etc), 
what the trends are, what else he/she thinks people would like to 
have. 

 
Day 3, Reporting back: 
After the interviews with the customers, each member of the class 
should present the results and explain what actions are required 
given the results of the survey. Will it be feasible to produce the 
product? What resources are needed for the product production? 
The presentation should cover the following areas: 

 

Who was surveyed, the size and type of customer and key 
informants; is there market for the product and what is the target; 
what needs the product meets; what is known for the product 
design and who was key informants.  
 
To be continued. “Rapid Market Appraisal: A manual for 
trainers” is produced by ILO & is available on line. 
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